
 

Blackmagic Design Fusion Studio 9.0.2

fusion is a popular professional motion graphics tool for compositing, titling, animation, and video
editing. it can be used for dvd authoring, making tutorial videos, and other tasks, and it has a full

dve api. it provides an efficient and intuitive interface that allows you to quickly combine and
manipulate multiple layers of video and effects. fusion allows you to quickly create an effect without

having to fiddle with the timeline. it can be used with multiple video and audio formats, and it
supports most major video codecs like mpeg4, avc, h.264, hevc, vp9, and mpeg2. i'm happy that this

updated version of fusion works now! i'm still planning to write my own article on how to un-install
fusion studio, but for now i'm going to update my old article on how to uninstall fusion studio for mac
for the latest version of fusion. if you're running on a processor that has a 64 bit instruction set, you
will need to change the fusion settings to 32 bit. this is a change to your system, and the application

cannot be run in a 32 bit program mode. in a 32 bit processor, you can change the setting at
%appdata%blackmagic designfusionprofilesdefault and then run fusion. in 64 bit, you will need to

run fusion as 64 bit application instead of a 32 bit application. i just had a crash and now i can't see
my timeline. i can still open a project, but i can't see any information about the timeline, and i can't
change the size of the window. fusion crashes if i try to do anything with it, so i can't even shut it

down properly. as you can see, fusion is a bit of a beast. it is expensive, and difficult to learn. that's
why i'm still a total newb with it. that said, i'm an adobe certified expert, and i am making some

pretty slick stuff with it. if you're interested in learning fusion, i have some really good tutorials. they
are free.
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one last thing. i would like to thank the adobe
community for all the suggestions, information,

and help that you've given me over the last
several days. i know i am not the only one out

there who has been struggling with fusion. we've
been out there for a long time, and it is good to

know that someone else is struggling too. fusion is
the worlds most advanced compositing software
for visual effects artists, broadcast and motion

graphic designers, and 3d animators. over the last
30 years, fusion has been used on thousands of

hollywood blockbuster movies and television
shows. fusionfeatures a powerful node based

interface that lets you quickly and easily create
sophisticated effects by connecting different types

of image processing tools together! you get a
massive range of tools, incredible vr and 3d

support, gpu accelerated performance, unlimited
network rendering and more! fusion gives you

everything you need to create exciting broadcast
graphics, dramatic titles, and even major feature
film visual effects! we've seen a couple of os x

10.9 fusion crashes with a "the file
/volumes/development/blackmagic design
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fusion/fusion studio is not accessible." message. i
would guess that this is a bug in the 10.9

upgrade. if you're starting fusion studio after
upgrading to 10.9, simply hit the option key (the
escape key) when the fusion studio splash screen

appears. this will open a window with some
troubleshooting instructions. when you do this,

you will have to re-enter your network password.
the solutions are: press the option key again and
hit enter to reload the pre-upgrade preferences,

or restart fusion studio. 5ec8ef588b
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